Long-term observation of chronic subcutaneous administration of lisuride in the treatment of motor fluctuations in Parkinson's disease.
Twenty-nine patients with advanced Parkinson's disease were treated with subcutaneous lisuride infusion in addition to a basic therapy consisting of levodopa + PDI in all, and deprenyl in some patients. At the time of the report, 13 patients are still receiving lisuride infusion after 5-36 months, while 16 have dropped out after 0.5-30 months: one because of psychosis, three because of insufficient efficacy, three due to death unrelated to treatment, three because of difficulties in handling the pump as outpatients, and six for other reasons. "Off"-periods and Parkinsonian disability in "off" and in "on" were reduced significantly. These improvements remained constant throughout the observation period. Once the optimal dose regimen is established, only minor adjustments of the doses of lisuride and levodopa are required in the individual case.